Baker County

Addendum #3: RFP 2016-03 Permit & Inspection Software

12/16/2016

The RFP listed above is hereby amended to read:

2.1 Scope of Service

FROM: "The proposed software must be able to meet the following objectives. Bidders shall complete the “Software Capabilities Sheet” with their response."

TO: “The Scope of Work” listed below is the County’s goals for functionality of the proposed software. Bidders shall complete the “Software Capabilities Sheet” and describe whether you can or cannot accomplish each item listed. Provide more detailed explanation on a separate sheet of paper if necessary.”

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS:

1. How many Tax Parcels do you manage?
   ANSWER: We have approximately 12,000 parcels in the county.

2. QUESTION: “I see how many permits you average per year, I need a totally of all records per year. What we mean is any, inspection, violation, permits, equal a record, this helps with server size and band width needed to satisfied the County.”
   ANSWER: We have about 1,100 permits on average, 1,600 inspections on average, and about a 100 miscellaneous per year. So, no more than 3,000 records per year. (We could safely say unless there is an unprecedented boom.)